Supplementary Materials
Supplementary Figure S1: LIF mRNA levels are frequently elevated in tumors. LIF mRNA levels are elevated in invasive breast carcinomas in 2 different datasets from the Oncomine database (GSE14548 and GSE9014). LIF mRNA levels are presented as box plots and expressed in terms of a log2 median-centered intensity which is calculated by normalizing the intensity of LIF probe to the median of the probe intensities across the entire array [15, 16] . The expression levels of mesenchymal markers (VIM and N-cad) and epithelial marker (E-cad) were determined by realtime PCR. The mRNA levels of these genes were normalized to β-actin. Data are presented as mean ± s.d. (n = 3). *p < 0.05; student t-test.
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